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“…the public feels strongly 
that government has a responsibility to 
provide understandable financial 
information to the public.” 

Harris Interactive Survey (2010) 
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 Designed to give citizens a better understanding of what their 
government is doing and what it spends their money on

 Provides easy access to key information without having to sort 
through pages and pages of documents and web sites 

 A resource to begin the conversation and a portal into in-depth
discussions and input about your jurisdiction

Scottsdale’s Snapshot Summary



Project Goals
 Short
 Understandable
 Easy to read
 Informative



How have we used the report?

 City Council Meetings
 Boards and Commissions
 Community Leaders / Public Meetings
 Local Realtors
 Prospective Businesses
 City Budget



Suggestions for success

 Keep it simple
 Avoid jargon
 Provide context
 Reuse content
 Refer to sources
 Focus on your customer







Page 1 - Overview
 What is in the report?
 How are you organized?
 What are your goals? 
 What was accomplished? 



What was accomplished? 



Typical Financial Statement Presentation of Performance Measures



Page 2 - Performance
 What did you do? 
 How well did you do it?
 What do your customers 

think? 
 How do you compare? 



How do we compare with our neighbors?
Scottsdale is part of the Phoenix metropolitan area, and taxes and rates vary across the eight largest cities. 
Scottsdale’s taxes and rates are lower than all but two or three of the largest cities. 



How are we doing?
This is a snapshot of a few indicators tracked over time. More performance measures are in the budget book.



Typical Financial
Statement Presentation
of Financial Position



Page 3 - Finance
 Where does the money come 

from? 
 Where does it go? 
 Where can I get more info?
 How do I know this is reliable?



What does it cost 
to run the city and 
how are those 
costs paid for?
Scottsdale is required by law to 
adopt a budget each year, and 
cannot spend more than that total 
amount. 



Page 4 - Priorities
 What are your priorities? 
 What challenges do you 

anticipate?
 How can I provide feedback? 



Continue working 
with residents,  
businesses and 
SkySong to 
revitalize the 
McDowell Road 
corridor

Provide strategic 
support of tourism 
and visitor events

Carry out the 
comprehensive 
economic 
development 
strategy

Develop a 
transportation 
strategy that 
anticipates future 
needs

Prepare and adopt 
fiscally sustainable 
operating and 
capital budgets

Reinvest in a high 
performance 
organization and 
work culture



“Residents who experienced … 
‘operational transparency’ in 
government services – seeing the work 
that government is doing – expressed 
more positive attitudes toward 
government and greater support for 
maintaining or expanding the scale of 
government programs.”

Harvard Business School study, 2013



Typical Budget 
Book / Financial 
Statement 
Demographic 
Presentations



































































You’re in 

LUCK!









“effective information visualization (is) premised on:

simplicity 
(complex notions simplified to save time for reader); 

transparency
(visual honesty and responsibility in sourcing); 

creativity
(design that is memorable and understandable); 

sociability
(easily shared and improved)”

http://www.edelman.com/p/6-a-m/visualizing-information/@Sambrook



simplicity



transparency



creativity



sociability



The three principles of

simplicity



Empathize
Perceive others needs 

& expectations
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Empathize
Perceive others needs 

& expectations

Distill
Boil down & 
customize

to meet needs



You are 

a curator.



Don’t hide the T-Rex.



Empathize
Perceive others needs 

& expectations

Distill
Boil down & 
customize

to meet needs

Clarify
Make it easier
to understand

& use



Everything 
should be 
made as 
simple as 

possible but 
no simpler.

“It can scarcely be denied 
that the supreme goal of 
all theory is to make the 
irreducible basic 
elements as simple and 
as few as possible 
without having to 
surrender the adequate 
representation of a single 
datum of experience.” 

from “On the Method of  
Theoretical Physics.”

Albert Einstein (1933)



Empathize
Perceive others needs 

& expectations

Distill
Boil down & 
customize

to meet needs

Clarify
Make it easier
to understand

& use

From: “Simple: Conquering the Crisis of Complexity,” Alan Siegel and Irene Etzkorn (2013)



Edward R. Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Edward R. Tufte,  2001

@EdwardTufte



Remove Chartjunk
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“interior decoration of graphics 

generates a lot of ink that does not 

tell the viewer anything new.”



Increase Data-Ink

High - 4.5

Low - 1.8

$2.8 

million

2006 2009 2013

“data graphics should draw the 

viewer’s attention to the sense and 

substance of the data, not to 

something else.”



Accessible Complexity: The Friendly Data Graphic

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Edward R. Tufte,  2001, p. 183

Characteristics of friendly graphics

 words are spelled out

 words run from left to right

 little messages help explain data

 avoid elaborately encoded shadings, crosshatching and 
colors

 labels are placed on the graphic itself; no legend is required

 graphic attracts viewer, provokes curiosity

 colors, if used, are chosen so that color-deficient and color-
blind (5 to 10 percent of viewers) can make sense of the 
graphic (blue can be distinguished from other colors by 
most color-deficient people)

 Type is clear, precise, modest

 Type is upper- and lower-case, with serifs



Perfection is finally 

attained not when 

there is no longer 

anything to add…

Antoine de Saint Exupéry

but when there is no 

longer anything to 

take away ... 



“…the public feels strongly 
that government has a responsibility to 
provide understandable financial 
information to the public.” 

Harris Interactive Survey (2010) 





For more information go to 
ScottsdaleAZ.gov and search “performance”


